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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes an alternative transmission structure to
the existing direct-sequence code division multiple access (DS-
CDMA) technique in order to alleviate the decision variable
from a substantial portion of the multiple access interference
(MAI) incurred over an asynchronous slow varying Rayleigh
fading channel. The proposed technique uses a dual frequency
switching system that shifts lagging interference components
to an alternative frequency band thus reducing the degree of
MAI incurred in the considered symbol-by-symbol matched
filter recovery. Bit-error rate (BER) performance compar-
isons are offered for the use of both Gold and Walsh-Hadamard
(WH) codes. The proposed technique successfully reduces
the amount of MAI experienced, however, this reduction comes
at the cost of an increased bandwidth.

1. INTRODUCTION

Direct-sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA)
has been incorporated as the multiple access scheme for the
air interface in a number of 3G cellular technologies includ-
ing UMTS, W-CDMA and cdma2000. Despite the capac-
ity and frequency reuse benefits of DS-CDMA, existing phe-
nomenon such as the near-far effect, frequency-selective fad-
ing, intersymbol interference (ISI) and multiple access inter-
ference (MAI) degrade the performance of DS-CDMA detec-
tion. Multicarrier CDMA systems [1] have been established
to combat frequency-selective fading, combining the use of
multicarrier modulation, as seen in orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiplexing (OFDM), with the CDMA concept. Of
these hybrid systems, the MC-CDMA technique offers the
best performance [2][3] and furthermore, the use of a cyclic
prefix in the MC-CDMA technique has been shown to mit-
igate the problem of ISI [4]. The occurrence of MAI re-
mains a limiting factor in CDMA detection, degrading the
bit-error rate (BER) performance over asynchronous chan-
nels (such as the uplink channel). Here we propose an al-
ternative technique that reduces the degree of MAI inflicted

during asynchronous transmission. The proposed scheme is
named dual frequency DS-CDMA (DF/DS-CDMA) and in-
volves periodic switching of the carrier frequency between
two selected frequencies, which induces a Doppler separa-
tion between a portion of the unwanted MAI and the desired
data. Such Doppler separation alleviates the decision vari-
able of the MAI emanating from lagging data symbols in a
symbol-by-symbol recovery method. This paper is organized
as follows: section � details the considered cellular scenario,
characterizing the channel and modulation models. The ex-
isting DS-CDMA detection model is detailed in section � and
the proposed DF/DS-CDMA signal and detection models are
derived in sections � and ����� respectively. Section � defines
the BER performance metric and section 	 illustrates the MAI
reduction and the corresponding BER improvement offered
by the DF/DS-CDMA technique in comparison to the exist-
ing DS-CDMA technique. The results for the use of both WH
and Gold codes are displayed in section 	 . Finally, section 

concludes the paper.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION & SIGNAL MODELS

A single cell consisting of K users �������������������� transmit-
ting asynchronously over the uplink channel is considered.
The ����� data symbol of user � is denoted as ���! for which all
data is BPSK modulated and �"� �"� # such that $&%(')���! *��+,�.-/�$&%0'1�2�! *�3��-4�657�8� . The spreading factor of each code is
given as 9:�<;>=@?1;>A where ;B= and ;>A denote the symbol
and chip durations respectively. The data stream and assigned
spreading code of the �C��� user are respectively expressed as

�@�(�D���E� FG �HJI F �@�@ LK2MONQP*��R+���; = � (1)

and S �T�U���V�XWGY H*Z S � Y K2MON1[R�D�*+]\L; A*^ ; A � (2)



where S � Y is the \L��� chip of the �_��� code and M N �U��� is the
rectangular pulse shaping waveform equal to unity over the
interval 5a`b�(cb; and zero elsewhere.

We consider an asynchronous slow varying Rayleigh fad-
ing uplink channel in which d � denotes the timing offset of
the �C��� user. We model the channel attenuation experienced
by the �C��� user as a zero-mean Gaussian random variablee �*f@g_hi��jlkJ�.� for which

e � is Rayleigh distributed with mon eBp�Qq �� and k � is equally distributed over the interval nr57���.sBt . More-
over, we consider slow varying Rayleigh fading and hence we
assume the gain is constant over two symbol durations, �Q;R= .
The timing offset of each user is assumed to be distributed
over one symbol duration, ;B= , with equal probability. Timing
offsets are quantized to integer multiples of the chip duration,;>A , making d �vuxw 5����D9y+x�)�C;>A{z . Note that timing offsets d �
account for the propagation delay and the timing misalign-
ment amongst users. All timing offsets are made with respect
to the reference user, denoted as user | , for which d)}~��5 and
for simplicity purposes, all interferers are temporally offset
such that d��a�x5 , �>� . We assume perfect power control at the
base station and the signal power of each user is normalized
to unity in all systems.

3. EXISTING DS-CDMA DETECTION

The DS-CDMA signal received at the base station comprises
of delayed and attenuated versions of the signals transmitted
by the � active users such that

%��U����� �G�!H*Z e � � � ��R+�d � � S � �U��+]d � �f@g_h,��j w �QsB�.A��*+�� � ^ k � zU� (3)

where ��A denotes the carrier frequency,
e � and k � are the gain

and phase channel distortions experienced by the �_��� user and� � ���QsB��A{d � . Upon reception the received signal in �D�l� is de-
modulated, despread by S } �D��� and passed through a matched
filter shaped to the rectangular pulse waveform. Recovering
the desired data � }) via a symbol-by-symbol recovery method
yields the following matched filter output

�7� =}) � �;>= ���  ��*Z{�NQP �N P � }�%(���� S }�����Cf@g_hi��+Vj w �QsB� A � ^ k�}QzU�_#l�
(4)

where � } is dependent on the combining strategy used. Ap-
plying equal gain combining (EGC) [5], making � } Y.� ��� ,
and substituting �D��� into �D��� , this matched filter output be-

comes � � =}) � �;L= �G�!HRZ e �Rf2g_hi��jl���!}C�K ��� � �  DILZ�� �  �N P �>��� �NQP S � ��*+]d � � S } �U���7#��
^ � �! � �  ��*Z��UNQP �N P �>��� S � �U��+]d � � S } �U���_#l��� (5)

where �)�!}���kJ�,+�k�}i+��O� . Following the carrier demodu-
lation, despreading and matched filter operations, the desired
data �@}� is retrieved, however, it is corrupted by the presence
of MAI. Separating the desired data component from the MAI
gives a matched filter output of

� � =}) � e }l�@}� ^ �G���H>}�  �!}) (6)

where   �!}� denotes the MAI contribution of the �C��� user
in the symbol-by-symbol recovery of � }) and is expressed as
[6][7]

  �!}) � e �R¡@¢�£ �D� � Y �; = ¤ � � �  UI>Z{�{¥ �!} �d � � ^ � �! *¦¥ �Ud � �{§ (7)

where the partial cross-correlation functions, ¥ �!} �Dd � � and¦¥ �!}¨�Dd���� , are defined in [7] as

¥ �@}©�Ud)�.�E� � ���ª S }¨�D��� S �T�D�*+]d��.��#�� (8)

and ¦¥ �!} �Ud � �E� � N1P��� S } �U��� S � �U�R+�d � �_#l� (9)

4. PROPOSED DF/DS-CDMA SIGNAL MODEL

It is desired to insert a controlled frequency separation be-
tween consecutive symbols of the transmission signal, « � �U��� ,
of each user. This is enabled by the DF switching component
depicted in Fig. � , periodically switching between the dual
frequencies employed. This periodic switching is controlled
by a fixed switching pattern, termed the dual band switching
pattern (DBSP), common to all � subscribers in the cell. The
DBSP is analogous to the frequency hopping pattern seen in
frequency hopping systems [8]. At the transmitter the DBSP
activates the switching circuit which in turn shifts the fre-
quency of the DS-CDMA modulated signal. The time-variant
DBSP, � � �U��� , of period ; = is represented by� � �U���E���  � �¬��;>=©`b�(`��� ^ �)��;>= (10)

where �  � u® � Z� �"� p�L¯ denotes the switching frequency that
alternates every ;>= such that �  ��°�±� �  ³²*Z��� .
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Fig. 1. DF/DS-CDMA Transmission Structure

The transmitted DF/DS-CDMA signal of the �_��� user, ig-
noring any random phase offset, is expressed as

« � ����E�±� � �D��� S � �U���_f@g_hi��jC�Qsa')��A ^ � � ����"->��� (11)

which is of similar format to that in [8]. Choosing the switch-
ing period as ;>= enables one frequency shift every symbol
duration making the transmitted signal

«1�0�D���V� FG �H�I F �@�! ´K MONQPR�D�R+���; = � S �T�D���Cf@g_hvµ³jC�Qs  � A*^ �  � ¯ � t
(12)

where �  � is the shifting frequency, constant over the ����� sym-
bol and all frequency shifting is assumed time-synchronous
with the symbol boundaries. The periodic shifting of the
carrier frequency is seen more clearly in the time-frequency
plane as in Fig. � . Here the shifting of the DS-CDMA signal
spectrum between DF bands can be viewed as a function of
time.

The rationale behind the combination of the DF technique
with the CDMA system presented here is the possible reduc-
tion of the MAI component dependent on the previous sym-
bols � � �  DILZ�� (see �¶
.� ). This is achieved by shifting consecu-
tive symbols to altering frequencies and hence it is necessary
for �  �b°�·� �  ³²*Z��� throughout the transmission signal. More-
over, it is assumed that �  � is taken as the same for all � users
in the system.

4.1. Proposed DF/DS-CDMA Detection

Following transmission over a slow varying Rayleigh fading
asynchronous channel, the received DF/DS-CDMA signal is
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Fig. 2. Time-Frequency Distribution of DF/DS-CDMA
Transmission Signal «Q�T�U���
expressed as

% ��¸ �U����� �G�!H*Z e � � � �U�R+�d � � S � �U��+]d � �K:f@g_h,�³j w �Qs¹'1� AR^ � � �U��+]d��.�!-J'��R+�d��_- ^ kJ�)zU�
(13)

Using a symbol-by-symbol recovery method, the desired data� }� is retrived by first deswitching the received signal withf2g_h µ +VjC�QsB�  � � t , demodulating with f@g_hi�{+VjC�.sB��A{��� , depread-
ing by applying S } �D��� and applying the matched filter. The
output following these operations is expressed as� �³¸}� � �;>= � �  ��*Z{�NQP �N P � }�% �³¸ �D��� S }��D���f@g_h µ +Vjvnr�Qs  � A*^ �  � ¯ � ^ k�} q tB#�� (14)

� �; = �G�!HRZ e � � � � �  DILZ�� f@g_h�º�j�� �  UI>Z{��!} »�  �N P �>�´� �N P S � �U�R+]d � � S } ����Cf@g_h,�³j��.sB¼  ���7#��
^ �@�! Qf2g_h µ jl�  �!} t � �  ��*Z��UNQP �N P �>��� S �T�U��+]d��.� S }©�U���_#l���

(15)

where �  �!} ��k � +,k } +i�Qs  �.A ^ �  � ¯ d � and ¼  �±� �  DILZ��� +i�  �
denotes the induced Doppler shift between consecutive sym-
bols.

The matched filter output can further be expanded as� �³¸}) � e }��!}) ^ �G���H>}*  �³¸�!}� (16)

where   �³¸�!}� is the MAI produced by the �C��� user in the detec-
tion of � }) . This expression illustrates the superposition of the



desired data, � }� , with the MAI contributions for each of the�½+b� interferers in the system. The total MAI incurred over
the symbol recovery duration is segmented into two compo-
nents such that

  �³¸�!}) �¿¾  ��¸�!}) ^ ¦  �³¸�!}� (17)

where ¾  �³¸�@}� is the first MAI component that represents the
MAI produced over the interval ��; = `À��`À��; =T^ d�� while
the second component, ¦  �³¸�!}) , represents the MAI produced
over the interval ��;>= ^ d � `Á�~`½�U� ^ �)�_;L= . The first MAI
component is given as

¾  �³¸�!}) � e � � � �  UI>Z{� f2gChÂº"jl� �  DILZ���!} »;>=K �  �N1P´�>��� �N P S �T�D�*+]d��.� S }��U���
KÃf2g_h�ÄÅÆÇjC�Qs0ÈÉ� �  DILZ��� +4�  �Ê Ë@Ì ÍÎ�Ï Ð �¶Ñ2ÒÓ #l� (18)

� e �.� � �  UI>Z{� f2gChÂº"jl� �  DILZ���!} »;>= Ô �Dd��.� (19)

where

Ô �Dd � �V� �  �N P �>�´� �N P S � �U�R+�d � � S } �D���Cf@g_hi��jC�.sB¼  ���7#�� (20)

and the second component is given as

¦  �³¸�!}� � e �Q�2�! .f2gChvµ³jl�  �!} t;>=���  ��RZ{�UNQP �N P �>��� S �T�D��+�d���� S }�����_#�� (21)

� e � � �! f2gCh µ jl�  �!} t;>= ¦¥ �!}¨�Dd���� (22)

where ¦¥ �!}©�Ud��.� is a partial cross-correlation function defined
in [7]. Due to the introduced Doppler shift ¼� *��� �  UI>Z{�� +��  � ,
the first MAI component in �´�1
�� can be shown to equate to
zero for specific values of ¼. . All offsets have been assumed
integer multiples of ; A and due to this assumed chip align-
ment the integral in ���.5�� is evaluated as

Ô �Ud � ��� � � ILZGY H ª � � Y �RZ{�UN [Y NQ[ Õ Y f2gChi��jC�QsB¼  ���_#�� (23)

� ���1ILZGY H ª Õ YjC�.sB¼Q � f@g_hi��jC�QsB¼  ���l� �
Y �RZ{�UN [
Y NQ[ (24)

� 5 iff ¼Q *�×Ö;>A (25)

where Ö is an integer and Õ Y �<Ø¹� . It can be noted that
this frequency separation condition corresponds to the use of
orthogonal dual switching frequencies.

With the first MAI component equating to zero, the real
component of the matched filter output can be simplified to
show the recovered information and the sum of MAI terms in�����l� as

� �³¸}) � e }��!}) ^ �;>= �G�l�H>} e �.�@�! ¦¥ �!}/�Ud���� ¡@¢�£ µ �  �!} t (26)

Here only the real component of the MAI in ���l��� is consid-
ered as is done in the decision process.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To assess the benefits of the proposed DF technique it is desir-
able to compare the BER performance against that of the ex-
isting DS-CDMA technique. With all MAI being zero-mean,
the total MAI power incurred during detection is defined as

  p}) �Ud �E� �G���HB}*  p�!}) µ e � �"� �! ��� � �  UI>Z{� ��d �.t (27)

where d denotes the vector of offsets defining the asynchronous
channel for which d�}a��50�Od . To obtain a single valued MAI
power for each possible offset value, we define our interfer-
ence metric as the total conditional MAI power given by

Ù p} �Dd �E�Ú�G�l�H>} m n   p�!}) µ e � ��� �! ��� � �  DILZ�� ��d �.t0Û d � q (28)

where m w ÜLÛ ��z denotes the expectation of Ü given � . In the
absence of channel fading and additive noise, the signal-to-
interference ratio (SIR) is given by

Ý �×Þ e }Ù }*ß p (29)

and the resulting probability of error for BPSK modulated
data is given by

$�à���áâ��ã Ý �E��á Þ e }Ù } ß (30)

where áâ�ä|O�V� � F} �ã �Qs f@g_h Þ + � p� ß #l� (31)

is the complementary Gaussian cumulative distribution func-
tion.



6. SIMULATION RESULTS

Monte Carlo simulations were performed to validate the MAI
reduction capabilities of the proposed DF technique. A �å�	.� user system employing Gold codes of 9æ�½	�� and WH
codes of 9ç�è	.� was simulated for both the DS-CDMA
and DF/DS-CDMA techniques, normalizing all transmission
powers to unity, and ��5��´5l5�5 realizations were run randomly
generating a new offset vector d for each realization. To min-
imize the bandwidth increase resulting from the addition of
the switching component, the minimum Doppler shift is used
which corresponds to Ö �é� in ��l��� .

From the DF/DS-CDMA detection model derived in sec-
tion �Ç��� the degree of MAI incurred by the proposed system
during asynchronous transmission is expected to be less than
that of the existing DS-CDMA system. To visualize this MAI
reduction, the observed total MAI power, Ù p} , was recorded
for each realization and the resulting histograms are depicted
in Figs. � and � for the use of Gold codes of 9·��	l� and WH
codes of 9·�±	.� respectively. These histograms are success-
fully fitted by the Nakagami-m distribution [9] as shown by
the smooth curves in Figs. � and � ; the details of this fitting
form the topic of a previous study [6]. It can be seen that
these histograms follow the Nakagami-m power distribution
given by [6]

ê µ Ù p} t �×Þ Ö ë ß©ì µ Ù p} t ì ILZí � Ö �®î | ê ÞL+ Ö
Ù p}ë ß (32)

where Ö �ïm n Ù p} q p ? var µ Ù p} t , ë �ïm n Ù p} q and
í � Ö � is the

Gamma function given by

í � Ö �E� � Fª | ì I>Z î | ê �{+�|ð�7#�| (33)

The MAI reduction offered by the DF/DS-CDMA technique
is clear from these results for the use of both spreading code
sets. This reduction of MAI is evident as the histograms of the
dual frequency technique are distributed over the lower end of
the interference power scale in comparison to that of the DS-
CDMA technique. The corresponding BER performances ob-
tained from the Monte Carlo simulations are displayed in Fig.� and 	 for a �X�å	�� loaded system using Gold and WH
codes respectively. With the proposed DF/DS-CDMA system
offering a reduction of the incurred MAI in comparison to the
DS-CDMA system, the resulting BER is naturally improved
as is shown in Figs. � and 	 for an increasing number of inter-
ferers. The addition of the DF component to the DS-CDMA
scheme offers a significant BER improvement, however, this
improvement comes at the expensive of bandwidth; the over-
all bandwidth of the DF/DS-CDMA system is ���8� times larger
than the DS-CDMA bandwidth.
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7. CONCLUSION

A hybrid multiple access scheme has been proposed that par-
tially reduces MAI caused by asynchronous transmission. The
proposed technique offers improved BER performance, how-
ever, this comes at the cost of an increased bandwidth. In
a system motivated by achievable BER, the DF technique is
the better multiple access scheme as it outperforms its DS-
CDMA counterpart. On the other hand, in a system with tight
bandwidth restrictions, the bandwidth sacrificed to achieve
the improved BER may not be expendable, in which case the
DF technique may hold little appeal.
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